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Predator control

Scare-eye balloons

Lockbird visual scare system

SE-1
SE-2

Yellow bird scare balloon, 40 cm (16”).
White bird scare balloon, 38 cm (15”).

PRICE
26.95 $
26.95 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Quality anti-predator nets
Anti-predator nets to prevent birds from reaching your outdoor tanks and 
ponds. These high quality polypropylene nets with knots withstand UV 
radiation for more than 10 years. 

These nets are very strong and virtually tear-proof. Available in different 
mesh sizes and colors to meet all your needs. Available with a zipper and 
a rope for the contour (extra).

FPP-075
FPP-875
FPP-200

3/4” x 3/4” (1½” extended), 1mm rope.
7/8” x 7/8” (1¾” extended), 1mm rope.
1” x 1” (2” extended), 1.2mm rope.

PRICE
0.21 $ / ft²
0.18 $ / ft²
0.30 $ / ft²

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Scare kites
Our predator shaped kites keep troublemakers away from protected areas. 
They are also extremely effi cient for scaring birds away from crop fi elds and 
public squares. Wing span is between 44 and 60 inches. Kites available in 
these types of predators: osprey, falcon and eagle.

The PES110 kite includes an extension pole that can elevate up to 7 meters 
of height.

Extension poles 1062A and 1062B compatible only with the 1063 / 1064 / 
1065 models.

1063
1064
1065
PES110
1062A
1062B

Kite - Osprey, wing span of 44”.
Kite - Peregrine falcon, wing span of 44”.
Kite - Eagle, wing span of 60”.
Kite - Falcon, 7-meter pole included.
Extension pole for kite, 16’ (green or black).
Extension pole for kite, 31’ (black).

PRICE
89.00 $
89.00 $

146.00 $
395.70 $

72.00 $
160.00 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Characteristics:

• Automatical startup and shutdown.
• Surface to be protected easily programmable.
• Requires 110V for operation or batteries in option.
• Green laser - 300Mw & 3B class.
• One-year warranty on all spare parts.
• Manufactured in Quebec, Canada.

L300 Lockbird visual scare system - green laser.

PRICE
6 000.00 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

Scarey Man infl atable scarecrow
The Scarey Man is a waterproof automatic infl atable 
scarecrow. It is equipped with a light detector 
(nighttime cell). It can operate in daytime, nighttime 
mode or 24 hours a day. The device activates 
automatically, the scarecrow infl ate itself and a siren 
triggers an extremely powerful sound, frightening 
enough to scare off all birds found on the fi eld.

The Scarey Man can protect up to 2 Ha (20.000 m²) 
against birds, depending on the topology of your 
land. It is possible to scare other types of animals 
like small and big games. 

Available in multi-purpose and programmable 
models (hourly programming). Use a 12V battery.

SCAMU
SCAP

Scarey Man - multi-purpose model.
Scarey Man - programmable model.

PRICE
3 300.00 $
3 525.00 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

These 15” and 16” diameter “predator eye” 
balloons have been widely used with a great deal 
of success. Six refl ective eyes surrounding the 
balloon mimicking owls and hawks. Effective against 
herons, cormorants, blackbirds, gulls, eagles and 
other types of birds. With the help of winds, the ball 
goes up & down and rotates by itself.

The L300 turret from Lockbird is a visual scare device 
with laser that protects a specifi c surface up to 300,000 
square feet. The L300 model with the turret is a version 
entirely programmable and silent specially adapted for 
farmers and fi sh farmers. The laser technology used 
for this product is effi cient against many types of birds 
(starlings, herons, pigeons, blackbirds, gulls, and 
others).

1063

1064

SE-1

1065

PES110

PES110
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Scare cannons

Double barrel (T4) & double effect (T5)
• Fueled by a 20 or 30-lb propane gas bottle (provided  
  by the user).
• T4 consumption: 10 lbs / month.
• T5 consumption: 8 lbs / month.
• Automatically starts on morning and shuts off on   
  evening with a timer.
• T5 model, very effective within a 150 meters radius.  
  Fully automatic.
• T4 model, protects from 2 up to 40 hectares.
• Heavy-duty construction.
• Adjustable interval detonation (3 to 8 min).

T5 provides a double effect, visual and noisy; a detonation muffl es the 
animal and a lure is thrown along a 8-meter high pole.

CHASS-1
IMITE-1

TON-CREPUS
TON-013
TON-067
TON-114
TON-119
TON-123
TON-124
TON-408
TON-426
TON-428
TON-500
TON-507
TON-509
TON-517
TON-518
TON-519
TON-520
TON-521
TON-522

Complete gas cannon kit (T4).
Complete double effect kit (T5).

Light-sensitive clock for T4 & T5.
Rubber membrane for T5 scare cannon.
Supply valve for T4 & T5, 2m pipe.
Elastic membrane 35mm 4 holes for T5 cannon.
Valve lock for T5 scare cannon.
Fixing screw for piezo - T5 scare cannon.
Retaining spring for piezo - T5 scare cannon.
Piezo igniter for T4 & T5 scare cannons.
Suspension chains for bottle (T4).
Suspension bracket for T4 scare cannon.
Rubber nose for T5 scare cannon.
Clamping screw for T5 cannon (with washer).
Guy rope for T5 cannon.
Spare part (bell shaped) for T5 cannon.
Projection washer for T5 scare cannon.
Projection washer (20cm lure) for T5 cannon.
Lure with absorber for T5 cannon.
Lure (simple) for T5 cannon.
Complet igniter kit for T5 cannon.

PRICE
4 500.00 $
4 300.00 $

315.00 $
62.20 $
89.00 $
22.50 $
29.96 $

9.30 $
9.27 $

168.00 $
69.00 $

129.00 $
120.00 $

50.40 $
59.00 $

221.00 $
36.00 $
72.00 $

181.40 $
142.00 $
168.00 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

CHASS-1 (T4) IMITE-1 (T5)

TON-067

TON-408

TON-507

TON-CREPUS

Propane cannons
These gas cannons are very effi cient for chasing away all types of animals 
in pretty much any situation. The mechanical models can be equipped with 
a timer (in option). They offer reliability and durability for years to come. 
Do not hesitate to communicate with us if you need any help. Can be 
connected to a 20-lb standard propane bottle that allows to produce up to 
17,000 detonations. The shooting direction will change at every detonation 
when used with one of our rotative tripod stands. 

In general, these cannons offer a strength of 120 decibels (equivalent to a 
12-caliber) and cover a surface area of 5000 m². The electronic models are 
shipped with a 12-volt battery and a smart charger. Aquamerik provides 
all replacement parts for our propane cannons. Please contact one of 
our representatives.

DBS-M1
ZN-1000
DBS-E1
ZN-1100
ZN-1500
DBS-U1
ZN-1200
ZN-1300

ZN-1003
ZN-1001
ZN-1002
ZN-1101
ZN-1102
ZN-1006
ZN-1205
ZN-1302
ZN-1201A
ZN-1201B
ZN-1201C
ZN-1201D
ZN-1301
ZN-1103
ZN-1700

Propane mechanical cannon AGRI.
Propane mechanical cannon ZON.
Propane electronic cannon AGRI.
Propane electronic cannon ZON.
Propane electr. cannon - w/ push button activator.
Propane electr. cannon - w/ remote control 300m, AGRI.
Propane electr. cannon - Low frequency receiver.
Propane electr. cannon - High frequency receiver.

Electronic controller with timer for mechanical cannon.
ON / OFF battery clock timer for mechanical cannon.
Rotating tripod for mechanical cannon, 4 feet.
Rotating tripod for electronic cannon, 4 feet.
Tripod for Electra solar panel (kit).
4-feet extension set for ZN-1002 & ZN-1101.
Low frequency (LF) receiver for electronic cannon.
High frequency (HF) receiver for electronic cannon.
LF transmitter 1-channel for electronic cannon.
LF transmitter 2-channel for electronic cannon.
LF transmitter 4-channel for electronic cannon.
LF transmitter 99-channel for electronic cannon.
HF transmitter 16-channel for electronic cannon.
Solar panel with 12V battery for electronic cannon.
Propane bottle holder (for 20 & 30-lb bottle).

PRICE

432.00 $
500.00 $
744.00 $
839.97 $
860.63 $

1 150.00 $
1 466.25 $
2 422.50 $

388.88 $
178.50 $
197.63 $
248.63 $
331.50 $

63.11 $
631.13 $

1 472.63 $
631.13 $
663.00 $
688.50 $
631.13 $

1 083.75 $
414.38 $

95.63 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

ACCESSORIES:

ACCESSORIES & REPLACEMENT PARTS:

• ZN-1000 & DBS-M1 are the mechanical models operating 
without any battery. It is possible to add a timer (ZN-1001) 
in option to determine the operating period during the day. A 
special valve made for adjusting the gas fl ow allows to adjust 
the detonation frequency.
 
• ZN-1100 & DBS-E1 are the electronic models that require 
a 12V rechargeable battery. Both the operating period and 
detonation frequency are programmable with these electronic 
cannons, so no need for an additional timer. They are the 
most multi-skilled propane cannons you can fi nd on the 
market and are entirely confi gurable (Multi-bang, automatic, 
random and on-demand modes). Available with pushbutton 
switch linked by cable for long-distance detonation (ZN-1500 
model).

• ZN-1200, ZN-1300 & DBS-U1 are electronic models with 
battery and radio receiver for controlling long-distance 
detonation with a remote control. The transmission distance is 
2500m for the ZN-1200 model, 750m for the ZN-1301 model 
and 300m for the DBS-U1 model which is sold complete with 
the transmitter. For the ZN-1200 and ZN-1300 models, you 
need to add one of the transmitters from the ZN-1201x or 
ZN-1301 series.

• The ZN-1003 controller allows to adjust the detonations 
by intervals going from 40 seconds to 30 minutes, they are 
suited for the mechanical cannons.

ZN-1000

DBS-E1

DBS-M1

DBS-U1

ZN-1100

ZN-1205
ZN-1103

ZN-1001
ZN-1003

TON-517

TON-521
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Scare launchers (sound)
These launchers will scare off many kinds of predators. Equipped with a 
cannon, they can shoot whistling and explosive bullets. Please consult 
your municipal legislation in order to be acquainted with the possible use 
restrictions in your area. You must be over 18 in order to buy one of 
these products.

13050 - Single shot Launcher: popular as a bear deterrent or for farmers to 
prevent bird crop-damage.

13040 - Double shot Launcher: double your deterrent power for more 
aggressive hazing of birds and bears.

RG-300 - RG-300 Ten shot Clip Launcher: for rapid deployment and 
aggressive hazing against animals.

RG-46 - RG-46 Seven shot Revolver Launcher: reliable, easy to use and 
fast fi ring revolver launcher.

Other launchers and bullets available on demand.

13050
13040
RG-300
RG-46
13060
13080
13085
13070
13010
13090
13100
13030
13000

Record single shot launcher.
Record double shot launcher.
RG-300 ten shot clip launcher.
RG-46 seven shot revolver, 6 mm bullets.
Explosive cartridge (box of 50), 75’ to 90’ traveling.
Whistlers (box of 50), 250’ to 300’ traveling.
Screamers (box of 50), 250’ to 300’ traveling.
Sellier & bellot blanks (100), 6 mm.
Comet banger with trail (10 per tube), range of 250’.
Whistlers with silver comet (box of 50), range of 250’.
Color fl ares (10 per tube), height of 80’.
Pyrotechnic launcher holster.
Cartridge holster.

PRICE
79.80 $
94.50 $

232.50 $
225.00 $

48.00 $
54.00 $
48.00 $
18.75 $
16.80 $
48.00 $
14.40 $
19.00 $
15.92 $

ITEM DESCRIPTION

BZ-LASER

TFBDL-50MW

YL-010

GT-008
PS-001

Laser device (10 mW), 50 watts, 50/60 Hz. 

Green colored laser torch, 50mW.

Solar powered lighting device.

Kit of 5 anti-bird strips made of stainless steel.
Kit of 6 anti-bird strips made of plastic.

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

PRICE

2 475.00 $

2 550.00 $

90.18 $

100.29 $
93.09 $

ITEM

ITEM

ITEM

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

DESCRIPTION

Birdblazer laser device

Laser torch

Lighting device (solar powered)

Anti-bird spikes for edges

This device broadcasts a large beam. Its main 
feature is to display the beam all across the 
defi ned area to be protected. The laser acts on the 
nervous system of the birds, destabilizing them 
and makes the place hostile to their presence. 
The laser trasmitter has a remote control for the 
launching process.

• Output power of 50 mWatt, 3B class, green laser.
• Non-dangerous for humans and birds.
• Giant beam to ensure the targeted birds.
• Effi ciency of 1 to 2 km.

Useful for chasing animals away after dawn, 
this lighting device fl ashes numerous light 
sequences if a trespasser enters the defi ned 
area programmed by the device. It can reload 
itself with the sunlight and activate when the sun 
has completely dissapeared. Also operates with 
an On/Off switch. Thanks to its small size, you 
can install this device pretty much anywhere 
you want.

These protector spikes will make things diffi cult for birds who would normally 
settle in places you do not wish to see them, like on the edge of a fence for 
example, without hurting them in any way. Each spike is 12 centimeter long 
and resist against ultraviolet rays for a 10-year period. Available in plastic 
and stainless steel.

GT-008: 5 strips with a length of 48.5 cm each.
PS-001: 6 strips with a length of 25 cm each.

13050

13080
13085

13060

13070

RG-46RG-300

13100

13040

GT-008 PS-001
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